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Hello people of Milverton. The RAG team took a break over Spring
term but are now delighted to bring you the sixth edition of The RAG.
This magazine is created by the children of the school for the children
of the school. All of our usual contributors have been working hard to
put together this awesome magazine: Alex, Angus, Arlo, Charlie,
Claudia, Elliot , Erin, Harry, Heidi, Jake, Lola, Toby, Tristan and Will. We
have also welcomed some new faces to the team: Arun, Dylis, Ethan
Jude and Sam E. Look out for their pages inside! As usual this edition
is crammed with fun things to do, read, and learn about! So come
on….what you waiting for???
Sam C: Chief editor
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Can you find 10 more cheeky pineapples like this one hiding throughout the RAG?

MOON FACTS & QUIZ—ANGUS AND ARLO

DID YOU KNOW?

TOUR DE FRANCE - By HARRY

There are 149
moons in our solar
system

10 THINGS YOU NEVER KNEW
ABOUT THE TOUR DE FRANCE!

Jupiter=53 moons
Saturn=53moons
Uranus=27 moons
Neptune=13 moons
Earth=1 Moon
Venus= 0 Moons
Mars= 2 Moons

1.

The tour de France 2019 started in Brussels and will finish at
Champs Elysees in Paris!

2.

The tour has run every year since 1903 and only had to break in 1914 due to
World War 1.

3.

The leaders jersey is yellow because
the newspaper that first started and
sponsored the race was yellow so it
was for advertising!

4.

4 riders have died racing on the Tour
over the course of the race’s history

5.

The riders even ride on the rest days
between the tour as it stops their
legs from cramping up!

6.

Around 3.5 billion people tune in to watch the tour each year!

7.

The oldest competitor to complete the tour was 50 (Henri Paret)

8.

The youngest competitor to complete the tour was 20! (anther Henri, Henri
Cornet!)

9.

The winner gets a massive 500,000 Euros!

Mercury= 0 Moons

1. What is Earth’s Moon called?
A. Moonshine B. Man in the Moon C. The Moon
2.Which planet has a moon named kore
A. Mars
B. Jupiter
C. Uranus
3. Is there a Moon called Pan?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Sometimes
4. What is another name for Moon?
A. Celestial rock
B. Planet
C. Satellite
5. What is the largest moon in our solar system?
A. Ganymede
B. Callisto
C. Europa
6. Who discovered Jupiter has moons?
A. Stephen Hawking
B. Galileo
C. Einstein
7. How many people have walked on the Moon?
A. 58
B. 12
C. 7
8. Which moon in the solar system have water?
A. The Moon
B. Oberon C. Enceladus
9. How long does it take to get to the Moon?
A. 8 hours
B. 1 Week
C. 3 Days
10. Why wasn’t the Moon hungry?
11. How big is the radius of Uranus?
A. 25,362km B. 99,753km C. 14,409km

10. Riders have to pee “on the move” in the later stages of the race, however, in
the first 5-10 minutes some riders choose
to stop!!

Answers: 1. C - The Moon, 2. B - Jupiter, 3. A –Yes, 4. C –Satellite, 5. A –
Ganymede, 6. B –Galileo, 7. B –12, 8. C –Enceladus, 9. C - 3 days, 10.
Because it was a Full Moon, 11. A –25,362km

3.
4.

Answers:: 1) a shoe 2) windows 3) darkness 4) a fish 5) Because he wanted to be on
time 6) One, after that it’s not empty anymore 7) a river 8) tomorrow 9) because
there are nights in between 10) silence 11) a flight of stairs 12) you make the coat
first 13) the incredible sulk 14) two hedgehogs 15) the second telephone 16) Tuesday,
Thursday, today and tomorrow 17) nothing, it just waved 18) Don’t worry I’ve got it
covered 19) A pillow

BY ERIN

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

1. What has eyes that cannot see, a tongue
that cannot taste and a sole that cannot die?
2. What invention allows you to see through
walls?
What is there more of the less you see?
A life without breath, cold as death, all in mail, never
clinking. What am I?
Why did the boy sit on the clock?
How many apples can you fit in an empty box?
What can’t walk but can run?
What’s always coming but never arrives?
Why can’t it rain for two days in a row?
What can you break by saying it’s name?
What goes up and down but never moves?
How do you make a pair of trousers last?
What sits in the corner, is green and cries?
What is a prickly pair?
What invention is better than the first telephone?
There are four days beginning with ‘T’, what are they?
17. What did the sea say to the sand?
18. What did the duvet say to the
bed?
19. I lose my head in the day, but get
it back at night. What am I?

JOKES & RIDDLES FOR YOU FROM JAKE!

MATHS PICTURE QUIZ
by SAM E

Cacti and Succulents

EVER WONDERED HOW TO DO
GRAFFITI STYLE WRITING? HERE’S A
STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE By SAM C

Cacti and succulents are something I have packed on to my windowsill in my
room and throughout this page I will be telling you about some of them and
giving you some tips on how to look after them. So lets move on to our tips.
T1] First of all you will need to find either a warm space or a sunny
windowsill
T2] Then you should get some sandy compost for it and find a large pot so it
has plenty of room to grow
T3] And most importantly, Water it once a week

The Lobivia famatimensis

Step 1: Draw equal sized
boxes for how many
letters are in your word

Step 2: Write your word, Step 3: Expand each letter
one letter per box, Try to into a block. You can go
fill the space in each box over the lines of the box
and overlap letters

The lobivia famatimensis is a slow
growing cacti from Argentina and has a
magnificent yellow flower in spring

Rebutia heliosa x albiflora ‘sunrise’
The Rebutia is a cacti that likes very porous
compost
Also in the spring it has a bunch of
wonderful pinky white flowers

Thankyou for reading my page
and I hope you have fun growing a cacti or succulent

BY TOBY

Step 4: rub out the boxes and any
lines of letters that you no longer
need.

Step 5: if your lines are sketchy, go
over them to neaten them, pressing
harder and do continuous lines

Step 6: Time to add
some SNAZZ! Add
shadows, colour,
and detailing

Formula 1 versus Formula E

The-Football-Stars-Cars by Tristan

The race is on - which is better? - there’s only one way
to find out…..ask Charlie and Arun - that’s how!
Formula 1 - Arun

Formula E - Charlie

Petrol from a fuel tank

Energy source

Combustion engine

Motor

230mph
2.8sec

Top Speed
Acceleration 0-60mph

Electric motor 250kW
175mph
2.8sec

Large Wings

Aerodynamics

Smaller Wings, mainly underfloor
aerodynamics

Variety of Tracks from city street like
in Singapore, and Monaco to race
circuits like Silverstone, Spa.

Type of Tracks

City & Street Circuits all around the
world including Paris, New York,
Hong Kong

March to December: 21 races
Noisy and polluting

Get your autograph from Dylis now—she’s gonna be famous one day! Read about what
she has been up to below

Electricity from a battery

Race Season

December to July: 13 races in 12
cities over 5 continents

Environmental factors

Less noisy and no exhaust emissions

Teams

11 teams: Audi, BMW, DS, Envision,
Geox Dragon, HWA, Mahindra, NIO,
Nissan, Jaguar, Venturi

10 teams: Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Haas,
McLaren, Mercedes, Racing Point,
Red Bull, Renault, Toro Rosso,
Williams

I have been performing since I was 2 years old. It is my
favourite thing to do and I just love being on stage in
front of people. Recently, I have been doing a lot of
talent shows outside of school. For example, last year
on holiday at Trecco Bay (South Wales) I came 4th in
the talent show, singing ’This is Me’. There were 18
acts all together, including adults and children and I
was only beaten by 2 adults and 1 teenager!
On Saturday afternoons, I go to Stagecoach. We put on
end of term shows, we do Holiday workshops and work
towards Trinity Musical Theatre exams. I have already
got my Grade 2 certificate from a Peter Pan show that we put on last year, where
I played the lead, Captain Hook! I am also part of the Stagecoach Performance Troupe, where we take our acts out in to the
community and perform at fairs and festivals. I perform as part of the ‘Dance Troupe’ which is meant for over 10s only but
because I have shown such talent and commitment to my dancing, I am allowed to be a part of the group!
In school I go to Acro after-school club on Tuesdays and am looking forward to our regular end of term performance for all
the parents. I really enjoyed the Year 3/4 production of ’The Sacred Chickens’ where I was one of the only Year 3s to get a
speaking part. I am a quick learner, with a good memory, so I quickly learned my lines for my part of “Historian 5”. I really
enjoy 'Milverton’s Got Talent’ as you get to show your classmates a side of you that they may not have seen before. I haven’t
won my class competition yet but I have been very close. I’m hoping for a win next year! When I’m older, I would love to
have a job performing in the West End and will get a taste of this later this year, when Dance Troupe perform at Her
Majesty’s Theatre in November.

Arun says FORMULA 1 is better because:

Charlie says FORMULA E is better because:

The cars use leading edge technologies

The cars are really futuristic

F1 cars are faster

Its better for the environment

You can’t have a car race without engine
noise! Noise from a F1 car is incredible!

The racing is super competitive

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Do you know what it’s like to try-out for a
gymnastics squad? Jude does! Read on to find out
My Squad try-out was on Saturday 15th June at 4pm at Leamington and Warwick Gymnastics Club. I was so excited
when I got in the car to go there because if I make it into the squad, I would get to perform my gymnastics in front of
loads of people and take part in really hard competitions. If I get really good (and I mean
really, really good) I might even get to compete at the Olympics one day!
When we got there, I got to see really good gymnasts doing really hard work. Then it was my
turn to do the test. I was very nervous about it because the judges were quite strict. Anyway,
we went off to our year groups: Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 were trying out for the Mini
Squad, Year 3s and 4s were together trying for the Junior Squad and Year 5 and above were in
the same group trying for the Junior and Senior Squads.
(I was obviously in the Year 3/4 group). So, the first thing we did was a Straddle Fold, which is
where you do a straddle shape on the floor and lean forward to touch the floor as far down as
you can go. Then we did a Pike Fold, which is the same thing but with feet stretched out in
front of you, in a Pike shape. After that, we did the splits both ways and box splits, then
backwards walkovers, round off and bridges on the floor. We also did Asymmetric Bars, Vault
and Beam.

Alex D’s top two prized scientists!
Archimedes:
Archimedes, (born c. 287 BCE, Syracuse, Sicily [Italy] - died 212/211 BCE,
Syracuse), the most-famous mathematician and inventor in Ancient Greece.
Archimedes is especially important for his discovery of the relation between
the surface and volume of a sphere and its circumscribing cylinder. He is
known for his formulation of a hydrostatic principle (known as Archimedes’
principle) and a device for raising water, still used in developing countries,
known as the Archimedes screw.

After the testing was over, I felt very proud of myself because I knew that I had tried my best,
even though I wasn’t fully able to complete all of the exercises as well as I would have liked
to. However, I can’t have done too badly because I found out last week, that I have been
offered a place in the LWGC Boys’ Squad, starting in September! I’m really looking forward to
my Squad training sessions to really improve on my skills and technique and hopefully entering my first competition to
represent my club soon!

Another scorching summer like last year? Head for a swim! But not
before your have read Ethan’s ways to stay summer-swimmingsafe!
DON’T ARRIVE WITHOUT SUNSCREEN: If you put Sun Protection Factor (SPF) cream
on the instant you get to the pool, you might already be too late for optimal protection.
According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, you should apply SPF 30 or higher on their
entire body before even putting on your swimsuit. After that, reapply to any exposed skin
every two hours or as soon as you get out of the pool.
WEAR FLOATIES: Floaties or ‘armbands’ can help you swim, so if you aren’t a
strong swimmer wear floaties!
DON’T PLAY IN THE POOL UNSUPERVISED: Do NOT
play in the pool without your mum or dad there with you
DON’T GO IN THE HOT TUB: Hot tubs are not made for children! So you shouldn’t
go in them at all. EVER (until you are old enough!)
DON’T SWIM WHERE ITS TOO DEEP: Unless you are a VERY
strong swimmer try and avoid places where you cannot touch the
bottom of the pool
DON’T TAKE IN TOO MUCH
CHLORINE:
Swimming Pools use
BEWARE POOL FILTERS: Filters
chlorine
to
clean
the pool water. But
are the holes in the sides and
accidently
taking in too much
bottom of swimming pools that
chlorine water can make you very ill
suck water through to clean it.
STAY Away from these filters!

Isaac Newton:
Sir Isaac Newton, (born December 25, 1642
Lincolnshire, England - died March 20, 1727, London),
English physicist and mathematician, who was the
culminating figure of the scientific revolution of the
17th century. In optics, his discovery of the
composition of white light integrated the phenomena
of colours into the science of light and laid the
foundation for modern physical optics. In mechanics,
his 3 laws in motion, the basic principles of modern
physics, resulted in the formulation of the law of universal gravitation. In
mathematics, he was the original discoverer of the infinitesimal calculus.
Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy, 1687) was one of the most important
single works in the history of modern science.

Minecraft updates for all you
“crafty miners” - by Will

Colour by number
1 = Dark Red
2 = Light Red
3 = Orange
4 = Yellow
5 = Black

The new weapon
Recently, there has been a new
weapon in Minecraft called the
“Crossbow”, it is like the “Bow”
but takes 5 seconds to load and
has its own enchantment called
“multishot”. The clue is in its
name - it can shoot 3 arrows at
a time!

“Pillagers”

One more thing, if you want to become a better builder watch these YouTubers:
“grain”, “prestonplz”, “09shark boy”, “moose craft” and “unspeakable gaming”.
Which one is better?

by Heidi

These horrible raiding mobs will destroy any village they see, so protect your
villages by killing these swarms and earn the “village hero spell” which enables you
to you walk around the village on a raid and the villagers will drop you free items
on the floor. “xsimaviod” is a minecrafter who has built a farm to do with this, so I
suggest you watch it!

trip
I went to Lanzarote on holiday with my parents and my sister,
Alexa. There is so much to do there apart from sitting on the
beach. Let me tell you all about it!


Lanzarote is just one of the
Canary Islands owned by Spain



It has beautiful towns such as
Playa Blanca and is a great place
for cycling



Canary Islands are so called not
because there are lots of
canaries (birds) but because of
its Latin name Canariae
Insulae, meaning "Islands of the
Dogs"

Volcanoes

Elliot is back with more C-R-A-Z-Y

Lanzarote

by Claudia
facts! Watch out! You
might learn

something here

LOLA DRAWS OUR ATTENTION TO WHAT WE CAN ALL DO TO IMPROVE OUR
AIR QUALITY IN AND AROUND THE PLACE WHERE WE LIVE, LEARN AND PLAY
A few weeks ago, did you notice that some children
were demonstrating outside the school on the
Rugby Road? We were raising awareness about air
quality around school grounds and for people to
start realising that we can’t ignore this problem as
it will have serious consequences for our health
and our planet. Emma Smith, a parent from the
school, led the demonstration and arranged for
the mayor and a photographer from The Courier to be there. I interviewed her about it:

Lanzarote

by Claudia

Lanzarote has dormant volcanoes but they are not
explosive. You can go on tours there such as I have.
Some tours use camels to explore the volcanoes.

Why did you get involved in all these demonstrations to start with?
I started getting involved because I feel that if people don’t speak up and make their
voice heard, then the government won’t know what we want and want to change
When did you first become aware that air pollution was a problem?
About three years ago in 2016 when I started reading a lot of reports about the bad air
pollution in Leamington Spa
Why are you getting the pupils to demonstrate?
To make the government see that all of the public know about this big problem and we all
want to create awareness of what is going on
What are you hoping protesting can achieve?
It will hopefully make us noticed and people in our government will sit up and listen. If
they see this and are aware that it is going on, then they will have to change things
What can the Mayor and Local Councillors do to help?
They can ask us questions and find out what were protesting for and what we want to
change and then represent us and pass our messages on at their weekly or monthly
meetings
What can we all do to help improve air quality?
You can spread the word, turn off your engines if you’re stationary for more than ten
seconds and reduce the number of trips that you have in your car by using public
transport or just walking or riding your bike

Did you know that there is a black sand beach in
Lanzarote and it is right next to the volcanoes?
The natives in Lanzarote cook fish and meat on
hollowed out rocks in the volcanoes!

Do you think anything has changed due to the demonstration so far?
Yes as the day after our protest, the local councillors announced that there was officially a
climate crisis in the town
How do I get involved in demonstrations?
Anyone can do a demonstration as long as they have the right
team of people and the right
impact. One local campaign group
you can join is the Clean Air
Council

It is pretty extreme!

